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LIGHTS AND LIGHTING SAFETY

1. Extend the light stands so that the base forms an equilateral triangle

2. Attach the light to the stand while it is low enough so that you can do this 
without having to stretch – so that you can see over the top of the light, i.e. 
can see every part of the light as you attach it to the stand

3. Attach the cable to the back of the light

4. Wind the electrical cable once around the stand or put it through the base 
of the stand for safety, so no one trips over it, bringing down the light stand 
and light

5. Plug the light into the electrical socket



LIGHTS AND LIGHTING SAFETY

6. Angle your light and attach whatever gels or filters you may need, before extending the 
light stand

7. Gels should be attached to extended barndoors using wooden clothes pins, called c-47s

8. A gel should not be stretched tightly across the light but rather should have a slight arc as it 
is attached to the barndoors, across the light

9. Gels should always be rolled up to prevent creases and wrinkles from forming. Creases 
and wrinkles decrease the effectiveness and weaken the protective coating, making gels 
susceptible to burning or melting

10. Extend the height of the light stand from the top of the stand so you can more easily 
extend it further if necessary



LIGHTS AND LIGHTING SAFETY

11. The sandbag goes across one of the arms of the base triangle

12. Once the lights are turned on, use gloves to reposition the angle, the gels, the 
barndoors, and to focus the light, if you are using a Fresnel light

13. If you need to move the light more than a few inches, turn it off and unplug it first, 
then take off the sandbag, wear gloves, lower the stand if necessary, and work 
with someone who will move the cables while you move the stand

14. If you need to reset the angle of the light, wear gloves, lower the stand so that the 
light is at a comfortable height and you can see what you’re doing, reset the 
angle, and raise the light stand to proper height for your shot

15. Make sure your work area is free from clutter and your cables are laid out neatly 
– use gaffers tape to tape down cables so that no one on set trips over them



GELS AND FILTERS

1. A gel is a piece of colored plastic that is made to withstand the heat of 
studio lightbulbs

2. Do not use ordinary colored plastic sheets as gels – they will burn and melt

3. Gels usually lower the light level getting into the lens by a  fraction  of an 
f-stop

4. Darker gels may lower the light by a full f-stop

5. A CTO gel is a ‘color temperature orange’ gel that is used to change the 
quality of cooler daylight to match the warmer quality of indoor tungsten 
lighting



GELS AND FILTERS

6. A CTB gel is a ‘color temperature blue’ gel that is used to change the 
quality of light from warm indoor lighting to cooler daylight

7. CTO and CTB gels are often used in mixed lighting situations where there is 
both daylight and indoor lighting 

8. A filter is a piece of translucent or soft-white material placed over the light 
to soften it

9. diffusion filters lower the light by a fraction of an f-stop

10.Never use ordinary cloth placed next to the light or attached to barndoors 
as diffusion material – it will definitely catch on fire



USING A REFLECTOR

1. the gold side bounces a warm light as a fill light

2. The silver side bounces a cooler light as a fill light

3. The white reflector fills in the shadows without casting 
warmer or cooler light

4. The black side is a flag used to block light 



WHAT’S IN A GOBO KIT?
1. Flags – control where light is prevented from going; shield camera crew from the 

lights; prevent lens flare

2. Nets – red is a double, cuts light by one full f-stop; green is a single and cuts light 
by ½ stop

3. A single net, cuts light by about ½ f-stop

4. Silk – a diffusion filter, which softens a hard light source (softens the edge of the 
shadow created by a hard light source)

5. Cookies (cucoloris) – a board with patterned holes cut into it for casting 
variegated shadows

6. Foliage net creates a variegated pattern 



SETTING UP C-STANDS

1. When opening the c-stand legs, open in this order: 
smallest leg, medium leg, largest leg

2. When nesting the stands on set, put the large leg over the medium leg

3. Where to put the sandbag? over the large leg

4. Take off the gobo arm when using the c-stand as a light stand

5. When putting gobos on the gobo arm, remember lefty-loosey and 
righty-tighty 



TO SET UP C-STANDS WITH GOBOS

1. Point the long leg towards the camera and stand behind the c-stand 

2. In this positions, all the knobs should be on the left-hand side

3. The gobo arm and all the knuckles should be on the right-hand side

4. The gobo arm is extended on the right so that whatever weight you 
put on it (flags, cookies, etc.) will tighten it

5. If you extend the gobo arm to the left, whatever weight you put on it 
will loosen it – don’t do it!

6. Always extend towards the right



TO SET UP C-STANDS WITH GOBOS

7. Always extend the height of the c-stand beginning with the top extension –
this makes it easier to continue extending by using the lower extensions if 
more height is needed 

8. If using a silk, net or cookie, nest the c-stand directly against the light stand 
by first tucking the medium and short legs under the light stand and then 
matching the angle of the gobo to the angle of the light

9. Raise the c-stand to the level of the light

10. If you need to raise the light and there’s a c-stand in front of the light with 
a gobo, raise the light first, and then raise the c-stand to match the height 
of the light



STRIKING THE C-STANDS

1. Move c-stand away from the light
2. Take off the gobo and put it in gobo kit
3. Loosen the gobo arm and straighten it out
4. Lower the c-stand if extended
5. Loosen the legs and swing them back in their original 

position
6. Lock the legs
7. Make sure the knuckles are aligned
8. Make sure the knobs are aligned



STRIKING THE LIGHTS
1. Turn off the lights

2. Unplug them and wind the cord at the base of the light stand

3. Let the lights cool to room temperature

4. Remove gels and filters

5. Remove lights from the stands when cool

6. Remove sandbags

7. Fold up light stands and put them back in the kit

8. Take off or fold up barndoors and place lights in the kit in their respective pockets

9. Wind up the cords properly and put them into the kit


